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tationes physico-mathematicae of 1732 (or the antecedent Phil~ 
Trans. paper), where Jurin dealt with the matter under discussion 
in this letter. He might also welcome enlightenment on the inter- 
esting statement (p. 333, footnote 878) that J. T. Desaguliers 
(1683-1744) "was consulted by James Watt in connection with his 
study of steam-engines." Watt was born in 1736. 
One is always grateful for an addition to the body of histor- 
ical documentation, which this book certainly provides. 
MEDIEVAL MENSURATION: QUADRANS VETUS AND GEOMETRIE DUE SUNT PARTES 
PRINCIPALES...Edited by Nan L. Hahn. Transactions of the 
American Philosophical Society, Vol. 72, Part 8. Philadel- 
phia (The American Philosophical Society). 1982. 204 pp. 
+ ixxxv. 
Reviewed by Anthony Lo Bello 
Allegheny College, 
Meadville, PA 16335 
The author of this learned volume on medieval mensuration is 
Nan L. Hahn of the Department of History, Rutgers University; the 
book is an outgrowth of her doctoral dissertation written at Emory 
University under the direction of Francis S. Benjamin, Jr. It is 
handsomely produced and consists of (i) a preface and introduction 
(pp. vii-lxxxv); (i i) the Latin text, with apparatus criticus, of 
the 13th-century treatise Quadrans Vetus ("The Old Quadrant," pp. 
1-113); (iii) the Latin text, with apparatus criticus of one of 
the treatise's sources, the perhaps century older Geometrie Due 
Sunt Partes Principales... ("There Are Two Principal Parts of 
Geometry...," pp. 115-165); (iv) three appendices, the first two 
on separate MS traditions and the third a list of MSS (pp. 166- 
200); (v) a bibliography; and (vi) an index. The book is pro- 
fusely il lustrated with both manuscript drawings and modern dia- 
grams. The paper is of high quality (though the binding is paper), 
and there is an admirable lack of typographical errors (but the 
meaningless docebus on p. i0 must be docemus). 
The Quadrans Vetus is a set of directions explaining how to 
use the old quadrant to determine the altitude and declination of 
the sun, the latitude, the time of day, the heights of objects 
both accessible and inaccessible, the surface area of plane fig- 
ures, the depths of pits, and the volumes of vessels. The treatise 
is of the "cook book" variety, without proofs, and assumes that 
= 3 1/7 (Section 69). The Latin is generally very simple indeed, 
though there are occasional obscurities. The reader is addressed 
in the second person singular, and e is used throughout for ae 
(common in Medieval Latin). 
In her introduction, the author discusses the authorship and 
sources of the Quadrans Vetus, and concludes that the work is a 
compilation probably made around 1276-1284 by a Johannes Anglicus 
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("John the Englishman") of Montpellier. She then provides a 
lengthy paraphrase of the treatise, into which she interpolates 
her own critical observations. There follows an equally thorough 
analysis of the Geometr ie Due... ,  together with a discussion of 
the relationships among the MSS of both treatises. 
The texts of the two treatises and their critical apparatus 
are reproduced from typescript, unlike the introduction, which is 
printed. Each page of this second section is divided into two 
parts, a few lines of the Latin text followed by the accompanying 
apparatus criticus; but the bottom third to half of the page is 
blank, and those readers who agree with Spinoza that Natura 
abhorret vacuum will regret that this space was not filled up 
with useful material, perhaps a literal translation that would 
have made the section of some value to those who, though inter- 
ested in medieval science, are less than proficient in Latin. 
Or, alternatively, a commentary directed to less experienced 
readers might have turned this empty space into an occasion for 
increasing the audience of the book. Medieval Mensurat ion will 
be of interest to readers concerned about the practical applica- 
tions of elementary geometry in the High Middle Ages, but such 
readers must both know Latin and be competent in the arcana of 
textual criticism. 
GESCHICHTE DER GEOMETRIE. By Klaus Mainzer. Mannheim, Wein, 
zurich (Bibliographisches Institut). 1980. 207 pp. Bib- 
liography. Name and subject indexes. 
Reviewed by Joan Livingston Richards 
Brown University, 
Providence, RI  02912 
This book is an impressively complete summary of the histor- 
ical development of geometry from ancient to modern times. 
Mainzer has done an effective job of presenting the broad sweep 
of geometrical development buttressed by lucid treatments of a 
number of specific well-chosen problems, solutions, and theorems. 
The material would be accessible to students who have had a basic 
introduction to college mathematics. 
The book is divided into six chapters: Egyptian and Babylo- 
nian Geometry, Greek Geometry, Indo-Arabic Algebra and Applied 
Geometry, Geometry in the 17th and 18th centuries, Geometry in 
the 19th Century, and a glance at Geometry in the 20th century. 
These chapters, which vary in length, are divided and subdivided 
into sections organized according to mathematical criteria more 
than historical or cultural ones. Thus, for example, the chapter 
on the 17th and 18th centuries is divided into sections covering 
Analytic Geometry, Synthetic and Descriptive Geometry, Discussion 
of the Parallel Postulate, Geometry and Space Perception according 
to Kant. Each chapter is followed by bibliographic notes and 
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